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Journal of Urban Archaeology
Journal for Urban Archaeology will fill a hitherto overlooked and much needed publication venue for urban archaeology
across all archaeological disciplines. Today most of the world's population live in cities and the study of cities across
time and space has seen an immense increase in popularity over the last decades. Not only are many research branches
within modern and contemporary studies dedicated to the study of urban societies and their developments, however,
it has over the last decades also become a research trend, which has gained renewed attention within the fields of
archaeology and history. While many archaeological journals publish articles, which deal with urban archaeology and
urban development, no journal has until now focussed on urban archaeology exclusively. This is a large need within
the field. It is specifically wished for that such a journal should span all archaeological disciplines and theories as well
as methodologies in order to open new fields across world the archaeologies. If such a journal existed archaeologists
and historians dealing with urban societies would have one focussed venue where they could publish and share the
newest research on urban archaeology. Furthermore such a journal would attract wide attention outside of the core
field, since in archaeology the urban is impossible to ignore. At least from 5000 BCE archaeology work with the terms
of urban and state driven societies, with complex ways of living together in built environments, as well as with the
processes underlying tramsformation of nomadic societies into nomadic ones.
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Submissions

This series warmly welcomes volume proposals for both monographs and thematically coherent essay
collections.
Main Language(s) accepted: English
Additional Languages: French, German, Italian, Spanish
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Brepols Publishers’ general guidelines in English and a proposal
form for authors and editors are available at:
http://www.brepols.net/Pages/Getfile.aspx?dlfi=88
All volumes in this series are evaluated by an Editorial Board, strictly
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independently and without conflicts of interest. The definitive texts
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Authors work closely with and benefit from the expertise of
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Comprehensive peer review ensures books published with
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Continuity of care - authors work with the same publishing
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